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ON U ESTIMATES FOR INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS

BY

T. WALSH

Abstract. In a recent paper R. S. Strichartz has extended and simplified the proofs

of a few well-known results about integral operators with positive kernels and

singular integral operators. The present paper extends some of his results. An

inequality of Kantorovic for integral operators with positive kernel is extended to

kernels satisfying two mixed weak V estimates. The "method of rotation" of

Calderón and Zygmund is applied to singular integral operators with Banach space

valued kernels. Another short proof of the fractional integration theorem in weighted

norms is given. It is proved that certain sufficient conditions on the exponents of the

V spaces and weight functions involved are necessary. It is shown that the integrability

conditions on the kernel required for boundedness of singular integral operators in

weighted V spaces can be weakened. Some implications for integral operators in Rn

of Young's inequality for convolutions on the multiplicative group of positive real

numbers are considered. Throughout special attention is given to restricted weak

type estimates at the endpoints of the permissible intervals for the exponents.

0. Introduction. The present paper attempts to answer a few questions raised

by a paper of Strichartz [25] and the following example may be illustrative of its

contents. As usual, for xeRn let \x\ =(2?=i xf)112. It was shown by Stein [22]

that if Q is positively homogeneous of degree zero, bounded and of mean value

zero on the unit sphere Sn~1 in Rn and K(x) = Q(x)\x\ ~n then the singular integral

operator ^defined by Tf(x) = p.v. K*f{x) = \\me^0^x_t[>eK(x—t)f{t)dtsatisfies

j\Tf(x)\"\x\^dx ú A> j\f(x)\*\x\°*dx

for \<p<co, —n/p<a<n/p'. Here and in what follows p' denotes the exponent

conjugate to p, i.e., l/p+l/p'=l. Strichartz showed that it is sufficient to require

üeL'tS*"1), q = max(p,p'), q>2(n—l) and conjectured that the condition

q>2(n— 1) is not necessary (Theorem 6 of [25]). It is proved in the present paper

that 1/<7=1 — |cc|//i is sufficient which in particular shows that q>2(n— 1) is not

needed (Proposition 7).

Notation. As in [25] let (X, X, /x), ( Y, £', v) be totally <r-finite measure spaces,

K(x, y) a measurable function on Xx Y and define Tf(x) — j K(x, y)f(y) dy where
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for simplicity dy, dx are written for dv(y), dp(x). For/measurable let \f,f* denote

the distribution function and decreasing rearrangement of/on (0, co) respectively.

Further as in [13] set

(/•CO \1/<J

qlp\o   [f*(t)tl»Y dtlt}    ,

ll/IL = \\f\\[L"%x)] = i/»*!*

where

f**(t) = f**(t,r) = sup^l^f-1 J|/-(A-)|r^.v)1/r : \E\ ^ /},

0 < r ^ 1,    r ^ q,    r < p

and for simplicity \E\ =¡x{E). If F is a Banach (an s-Banach) space L"(X, F) will

denote the space of F-valued measurable functions on X such that \\f\\F e L"(X).

Also let Üp-"\Xx Y)=Lq( Y, V{X)). The norm of W-^ will also be denoted || • ||(P,Q)

(cf. [2]). For/measurable on Xx y define

X>W<*>f = \\9\\pi9i    where rfx) = \\f(x, .)|Poio.

It will be convenient to define X^i Y^o"0f analogously by replacing || • ||Pi,( by the

quasi-norm || • ||p*l4 for i=0, 1.

1. An extension of an inequality of Kantorovic.    It is well known (see [14]) that if

(1) Xr°YsoK = M0 < oo,        Y^X'lK = Mi < co

then

(2) ¡Tfh á A/ü-eMÍ||/||s.

provided, for some 9, such that 0^ 0^ 1

(3) I/r = (1 - e)jr0+eiru        l/i = (1 - 0)/s0 + 0/Sl,

(4) {i-0)/so+e/ri ú i,     (iè D.

If the hypotheses are weakened by replacing the Lp (quasi-) norms in (1) by

weak L" (i.e., Lpo°) (quasi-) norms there is a corresponding weaker conclusion

given by

Proposition 1. Suppose Xro«'Ysoa'K=M0, Ys^XT^K=Ml and (3) is satisfied

with 0^6<1. Then

provided s > 1 and

(5) (l-9)lso+8lri < 1.
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Here B denotes a finite constant depending on r0, rl5 in, si> and 9. If also 0 < 8 < 1,

ro^r-L, 0<m^co {and MQ, My ^ 1) then

\\Tf\\ru ^ B(MÜ + M¿\f\s,u.

This is Theorem 2 of [25] except that the assumptions on the exponents are less

restrictive. Theorem 2 of [25] in fact follows from the Marcinkiewicz interpolation

theorem for Lpq spaces (see [13]) and the following

Lemma 1. Suppose M0 = Xqt YP'*'K< co,

(6) 1 < p, 1 ¿ s   or   p = s = 1    and   q, t > 0

then

(7) \\Tf\\qt S BM0\\f\\ps.

IfM1=Yps'X'>tK<œ,

(8) 1 < p, 1 ^ s   or   p — s = 1    and   1 < q, 1 ^ í   o/-   <¡r = i = 1

then

(9) 117/11« ^ Mfil/L.

Proof. Lettf,/^0. (7) follows from J^^)/Wíi'^fi¡|% OIU-II/IL- As
for (9), by Minkowski's inequality for integrals, provided Lqt is a normed space

\\ÍK(-,y)f(y)dy     Ú  \\\K(.,y)\\qtf{y) dy ú BM.WfW^.
\\J at       J

With the present notation which differs somewhat from that of [25], if 1 < s0 < co,

1 < rx < co, 0 < r0 ̂  co, 1 < jj ^ co then by Lemma 1

\\Tf\\roœ f¿ BMoUUi   and    W\\ri~ ̂  BM.Wflu

so that the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem implies Proposition 1 in this case.

Proof of Proposition 1. Consider T(K0, K1,f){x) = ¡ K0(x, y)K1(x, y)f(y) dy.

Suppose XrouoYsovoK0<co, YsiviXriu'-K1<oo and furthermore that there exists t

such that Q-¿f¿\ and l-l/(j0(l-i)), 1-1/(^(1-0) m place of l/p, l/s satisfy

(6) and 1 - l/foí), 1 - l/(i>iO» 1/Oï*)» l/("iO satisfy (8) in place of l/p, l/s, l/q, l/t.
Then by Lemma 1

||T'(A'o> -Ki,/)||roa_f)tUou_f)

¿ BXr0a-».«„a -„i^a-o.Vi-0(^)11^I.||/||[Sûa_fíy¡lvoa_oy

and

\\T(K0, Kuf)\\nt¡Uít ̂ BWK.UY^^X^^KK^WfW^y^y,
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hence by the complex method of interpolation (see 10.1 of [5] which extends to

s-Banach spaces, see [9], [13], required since Lrouo is not necessarily a Banach space)

with a possibly different B

(10) \\T(KQ, Ky,f)\\ru Ú BXVoYVo(K0)Y^X^i^WflW

where r~1 = ro1 + rî1, u~1 = uô1 + uï1, s~1 = sô1+sï1, v~1 = vö1 + i\1. By the

above, t must satisfy max (rj"1, 5^) = * = 1 — so1 hence s^ 1 and

(11) I/io+1/ri â 1.

If on the other hand the latter two inequalities hold O^t^l and the inequalities

for ru Si can be satisfied. Thus if r¡ = w¡, Si = vt, (11) (and i^ 1) is sufficient for (10).

(In this cas» 5=1.)

If Ui = Vi = co for i=0, 1, Lemma 1 requires max (\¡rx, 1/j1)<í< 1 — l/s0 hence

s> 1, 1/j0 + l/^i < 1 is sufficient for

\\T(K0, Kuf)\\rcc = BX*o<°Yso<°(K0)Yh<°X'i'"(K1)\\f\\s,1.

Inequalities of Kantorovic's type can be deduced from this by letting

(12) K0 = K1-8,   Ki = Ke   for some 0 ^ 0 ^ 1.

In fact it follows from the definition of || • ||P4 that || |/]8 ||P4= ||/||p9>49 for 0>O.

(Iff**(t, r) is used in the definition of ||/|P4 then rjB has to take the place of r in

the definition of || |/|9 ||P4.) From the hypotheses of Proposition 1

jpo/(i-8),uo/(i-e)yV(i-e).v<i-8>(|,K'|i-|0 = M\~e,

Ysiie-viiBxrile-uil\\K\6) = Mf.

Hence if (3) is satisfied and rt = uh s¡ = vt for / = 0, 1, then \\Tf\\TúA/J-8M?||/||S.

provided (1 — 6)ls0 + 6/r1^ 1 and (si 1) which is Kantorovic's inequality (2). The

proposition follows likewise from the above.

That in general the condition (1 — 6)/s0 + 6/r1< 1 cannot be weakened beyond

replacement of < by ^ can be shown as follows.

Proposition 2. Let X, Y both have the property that for any two measurable

subsets Eu E2, E^ c E2 of finite measure there is another subset E[ disjoint from E2

such that the measures of E1 and E[ are the same. Then in order for

T(K0, Kuf) = jx0(-, y)K,(-, y)f(y) dy

to satisfy

(13) \T(K0, Kltf)\qa) è BXWoYWciKJY^X'iHKiWlU

(with B independent of KQ, Kuf), it is necessary that

(14) l/ro + lfa + 1/p-l/qèO.
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Proof. It seems slightly more convenient to work with the quasi-norms ||-||*.

Let then B be minimal in (13) with the norms starred and all of K0, Ku/vanishing

outside sets of finite measure, of the special form Ex Fin the case of A'o, Kx. For

0<t/< 1 there exist then simple functions A'o, Kuf such that

ti.ii 'i

(15) Kt=   2  a*W      f=2,bm,       a^b^R,   ; = 0, 1
k,l=l ¡=1

where xt, <Pi are the characteristic functions of two sequences of mutually disjoint

sets {Ek}1SkSkl and {Fl}lslSh respectively, and for which

(i6)  \\t{k0,k,,/)^ > AjiitfoiH^iHi/n*,    (Uly* = ir»n°Ma.

By hypothesis there exist sequences of mutually disjoint sets {Ek}1SkSk¡, {F¡}lslSh

in X, Y contained in the complement of (J£=i Ek ar>d Uí=i Pi respectively such

that |lifc| = |2i£|, |F,| = |.F,'| for l^A:^^, ISl^h- Let x'k, <P¡ be the characteristic

functions of Ek, F'¡. Define

'i

m = 2 «¡w»    /' = 2 w*¡-i
Kt~=Kl + K¡, /--/+/',       i = 0, 1,

then A/~(0 = 2A/(í) hence (f~)*(t)=f*(t/2). Thus

(17) \\f~\\U = 2up|"||PV

Similarly

||Äo~||* = V*[Ko\:       ¡K?¡* = 2^111^1)*,

\\T{KZ,K:J~)\\U = ¡TiK^K^n + TiK^Kif')!^ = 2"q\\T(K0, Kltf)\\*„.

So by the definition of B

2í'q\\T(K0,Kuf)\\*x è ^^+1^+1*fc|*|All*fl/tí¿-

This and (16) imply 21,ro + 1'si + 1'p-1'«>T/. Since r¡< 1 was arbitrary (14) follows.

Remark. Proposition 2 holds in particular if X, Y are noncompact locally

compact (second countable) groups provided with left-invariant measure. The

above argument was suggested by the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [12]. If w<co the

simple functions are dense in Lpu. Hence it follows from (17) that likewise if T is a

continuous linear operator from LPU(G) to LQV(G) where G is a noncompact locally

compact group, T(f(a.)) = (Tf)(a.) for any ae G and q<p<co, u<co, then T=0

(u may be replaced by any smaller positive exponent). In case y = co, 1 <q<p<co,

u> I, it follows by consideration of the adjoint of T that T=Q.

Lemma 2. Let X, Y be, more particularly, continuous measure spaces of infinite

measure such that (13) is valid for all K0, Kufthen

(18) l/q = l/i-o + l/i-!,        l/p+l/So + l/s, = 1.
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Proof. For any triple K0, Kuf of simple functions of the special form (15) and.

any e, ij>0 there are mutually disjoint sets E% and F? such that l^^e-1!^!,

1^1 =7l~1\Ei\- Let xL <p1 be the corresponding characteristic functions

¡i

/« = 2 M,       Kt" = 2 «f'xSv?,       í = 0, 1.
i=i

Then

11/1?» = T^ll/llí»,      \Ki-T r »-"V^JW     i = o, i,
and

\\T(K^,Ki-\p)\\U = v-h-^WUKo, Kuf)\\*x.

Hence «-irt+ifro+ifr^-i+ifto+1/^ + 1* ¿s bounded for e, i?>0 and (18) follows. Note

that in the present situation (14) is equivalent to (11).

Corollary. If for T(K,f)(x) = ¡ K(x, y)f(y) dy,

\\T(K,f)\\q„ £ BX^oYso-o(Ky-eYViX"^(Ky\\f\\pw

with B independent of K,f then, in the situation of the preceding lemma, (3) and (A)

must be satisfied.

This follows similarly by proceeding with K as with K0, Kx above.

2. Variable kernel singular integral operators.   §4 of [25] is concerned with

singular integrals of the form

(19) Tf(x) = p.v. JH(x-y)f(y) dy(x)

where H(t, x) = H(x)(t) = Q.(t, x')\x\ "B for x'= \x\ ~1x and D is a function on 5"_1

with values in the space L\ (L\ consists of the tempered distributions/on Rn such

that/(l + H2)w2=#, where geLq, in this case ||/||4,u=||¿?L see f4])- % heavier

use of the results of Calderón and Zygmund about singular integrals based on the

"method of rotation" in [8] stronger results can be obtained fori.2 valued kernels.

In particular O need not satisfy any smoothness condition (as a function on S"'1).

Proposition 3. Let Z be some measure space, Q.eLiq-v(RnxSn~1), l<q<co.

Suppose also the even part O0, say, of £2 is in L log+ L(Sn~1, L"(Z)) and has mean

value zero (in L"(Z)) on Sn~y. Let the completed tensor product ofLp(Rn) and L"(Z)

with the projective norm (see [26]) be denoted V (§) L"=Lp(Rn) <g> L\Z). Then, if

also Oj = £2 — Q0, 1 <p < 00,

||p.v.tf*/||[Z,* <§>£,«]

â Cp,4(l + ||Q0||[Llog+L(5«-1,^(Z))]+|Q1||[L(5'-1,^(Z))])||/||p.

Proof. Suppose first of all Q is odd, i.e., Q( — x)= — Cl(x). Then (see [8])

f H( ■, x-y)f(y) dy = f      0( •, y')fs(x, y') dy'
J\x-y\>s Js"'1
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where/£(x,/) = J|(|>i./(x—//)?   1 dt and dy' denotes the element of area onS""1.

Hence

n

H{-, ■ ~y)f(y) dy   \L\Z) ® L»(R")]1l--y|>£ II

^ í      \m-, y')fá■, /)II[L\Z) <g> L*(R»)] dy'

= f   1lin(-,/)l,ll/e(-,/)llp4''^cI1||£i||(,.1)||/||l(.

It remains to consider the case of even Í2. It is sufficient to observe that the

reduction to the case of odd kernels via the formula /= 2"= i -R¡(/?¡/), where Rf=

(Rif, ■ ■ ■, Rnf) denotes the Riesz transform of/ given in [8], can be carried over

to kernels with values in L"(Z) for 1 <q<co. This argument is based on the fact

that the Riesz transform of a real valued function in L(log+ L+ \)(Rn) is locally

integrable. The analogous result holds for L" valued functions. For if K denotes

the Riesz kernel K(x) = c~1\x\~n~1x then for all zeZ

\\KE*f(z,-)W>fi C«||/(z, -)IIS

and integration over Z gives

\\Ks*f\\[L%R\L*{Z))] á Cj/||[L«(7v\L«(Z))].

Also K satisfies the condition

(21) f \K(x-y)-K(x)\dx -¿ C   for all y e Rn.

Hence by Theorem 2 of [1]

||Ä/||[L'(/P,L<'(Z))] Ú lim ||AT.*/|| á CpJf\\[Lp(R^L"(Z))]

where CPf„ = 0((p- l)"1) for p\l. According to [27, p. 119, 4.41(ii)] the latter

estimate implies that for/e L(log+ L+l)(Rn, L\Z)\ Rfe Lloc(Rn, L"(Z)).

An extension of the argument of [8] to L" valued kernels to prove (20) also

requires an estimate analogous to (20) for an L" valued maximal function defined by

T*f{x) = sup £-"
£>0

where Í2* eL\Sn~l, L\Z)).f        n*(-,y')f(x-y)dy

That in fact

\\T*f\\[L* ® L°] í C„M[L(Sn'\Lq(Z))]\\f\\p

for 1 </>^co, 1 ̂ q¿co follows by analogous modification of the argument of [8].

By application of continuous linear operators corresponding to continuous

bilinear operators on L" x L" to the left-hand side of (20) various corollaries can be

obtained.
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Corollary 1. Suppose the measurable function Q.EL1(Sn~1,Ll(Rn)), where

u>q/n, Q has mean value zero on Sn~x and the L\-norm of the even part of Í2

belongs to Llog+ L(Sn~1). Then T defined by (19) satisfies ||?/||P^CP,4,U(Q)||/||P

for l<p<oo.

Proof. Let Ju denote the isomorphism between Lq and LI defined by (JufY"

= (1 + |-I2)-"'2/and define Q~« by Q-"(-, x)=/"uO(-, x) and H~u analogously.

Then by Proposition 3

\\p.v.H-»*f\\[L»®L«]ú CP(Í2)||/¡|P.

Hence

\\p.v.H*f\\[Lp®Ll]S CP(Í2)||/||P.

Now by Sobolev's inequality for any x e Rn,

llp.v. H*f(-, x)\\m ï \\p.v.H*f(.,x)\\p,u,

hence

¡Tfl â Cq.Jp.v. H*f\\[Lp(R\Ll(R»))]

ú CqJp.v.H*f\\[L»®Ll] á Cp.,.„(ß)||/||p.

Remark. Suppose Q, eLl(Sn'1, Lp(Rn)) and now fe LI while the remaining

conditions are altered in the obvious manner. Let Tf(x) be defined by evaluation

of the (continuous) function (p.v. H*f)(x, ) = p.v. H*f(-)(x) eLl at x. Then

\\Tf\\piCp,q,u(n)\\f\\q,u. This follows similarly from ||/s(-,/)||4,u=iC4,u|/||4,u (a

consequence of the fact that the operation f->fe(-, y') commutes with /").

For simplicity the next corollary is stated only for odd kernels.

Corollary 2. Suppose Q.(x,y')=-Q.(x, -/) and Q.eL{"-1)(RnxSn-1), 1<

p <co, l^l/r=l/p+l/q then T defined by (19) satisfies

(22) \\Tf\\r è Cp|í2||(4!l)||/||p.

Proof. By Proposition 3, (20) is satisfied (Z=Rn). By Holder's inequality the

bilinear map (/ g) ~^fg is continuous from Lp(Rn) x L"(R n) to U. This implies (22).

Corollary 2 might be compared with Theorem 4.1 of [7] which deals with

kernels in L^XS"'1 x Rn) where 1 <s.

3. Fractional integration in weighted norms. First a result needed repeatedly

later will be proved.

Lemma 3. Let f be measurable on XxY then

(23) 11/11*. Ú XpYrf-

(For the case f(x, y)=f1(x)f2(y) see O'Neil [19, Theorem 11.4].)
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Proof.

dx.

||/|*J = sup t"Xf(t) = supt" f \nx,¿t)dx í f sup PXHx.¡(Í) dx
¡>0 i>0        Jx Jx

= ¡x l/fc 01Î

Remarks. Obviously, if for a.e. x and all />0, tpXnxr){t) = ||/(x, 0IIÎ" then

equality holds in (23). Thus if/=//2,/i eLp(X),f2 measurable on y and such that

\f2(t) = Ct-p then tp\nx,lt) = tp\!2{t/\fx{x)\) = C\f1(x)\p and hence ||/||Î. = C||/||P

(cf. [19]). Since || • ||*M and ||-||pa> are equivalent it is also true that ||/||poo^

CPXP Ypxf In fact C„ = 1. For if r S 1, r <p and Ex = {y : (x, y) e E}; then

l/l,. = tgptVfV(ß,0 - sup í^flFl"1 f l/íx.^l'dxífy)
i>0 IBI&Í \ Js

^ sup ^'"(ifi-1 f i^i-^^i/ix, oil;.«**)

l/r

V,

l£ii

, l/r-l/p0\ l/r-l/p
|Fx|i/x XpYpmf.

X I

For p<cjo there exist functions / such that ||/||poo=co while Xp'*Ypf<oo. It is

sufficient to show this îor p=l. Let X= Y=R+ and/the characteristic function of

{(x, y) : xy< 1} then A/ = co while X^ Yxf= \\\-\~x \\U = 1.

Corollary. For f measurable on Xx Y, 1 ¿/><oo, XpY%1f¿¡ ||/||*,.

Proof.

X"Y$V =   sup    f ||/(x, 0ll?i*(*) dx
llallí-Si J

= p'1      sup f{x, y)g(x, y)dxdy
xp'rf^asi J

^p-1    sup       /(*, y)g(x, y)dxdy
ll9llJ'<oál   J

- U II pi*

By interpolation between these inequalities and \\f\\p = XpY"f it follows that

there is a £„ > 0 such that \\f\\pu ̂  BPXP Ypuf for 0 </> ̂  w ̂  co and Xp Y pufú Bp\\f\\pu

for l^u^p< co.

Example. Consider g(x) = 0.(x)|x|_;v where Í2 is positively homogeneous of

degree zero and ||il||[Ln'A(Sn-1)]<co. Since dx = dx'rn~1 dr for x = rx', |jc'| = 1, it

follows that

\\r-^\\[Lnl!"°(R^, r""1 dr)] = sup rA,n f        r"-1 ¿r
Jr-*>t

= sup iA/n rn~1 dr = n-1,
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hence ||g[|*M,co^w 1||Í2||n/A. (By the above remark equality holds.) This implies

Muckenhoupt's theorem [17]:

(24) ||g*/||, ú C\\f\\p,       \¡q = \lp-(n-X)ln,       0 < \\q < \\p < I,

(cf. [19, 11.17]).

Another short proof of the fractional integration theorem in weighted norms

can be given by means of the multiplication and convolution theorems for Lpq

spaces with a somewhat enlarged range of values for p, q (see also [10]). As usual,

let <x+ =max (a, 0), a' =max ( — a, 0).

Proposition 4. Suppose l/p' + l/q = (a+ß +y)/n,

(25) 0 g y < n,   a+ß ^ 0,    \/p' ä a+/n,    \\q ^ ß+/n,   0 < u ^ v

except if l/p' = a+¡n or \/q=ß + /n (or both, hence a, ß^0, y = 0) in which case

\=u = v' andlyf(x) = ¡\x-t\-y(t)dt, |/||P11.B= ||/| • \a\\vu. Then

I/r/IU.-/. = C||/||pu,a.

Proof. Let MJ(t) =\t\~ "f(t), IJ(t ) = | ■ | ~" * f(t), Tf(x) = J K(x, y)f(y) dy where
K(x, y) = Ka¡y¡B(x, y)= \x\ ~ß\x—y\ ~y\y\ ~a and distinguish three cases.

(I) Suppose a, /SäO. Then by the multiplication and convolution theorems (see

[13, Theorems 4.5, 4.10]),

\\Tf\\qv = \\MßIyMJ\\qv á C\\IyMaf\\P2V á C\\MJ\\PíU ú C\\f\\pu

where ]/q=]/p2+ß/n, l/p2=l/p1 + y¡n—\, l/p1 = í/p + a/n, since by assumption

l^\/p1>\/p2=\/p + (a + y)/n-l = l/q-ß/n^Q with l/p, = l or \/p2 = 0 only if

u = v'=\.

If one of a,ß<0 estimate K(x, y) separately according as (a) |x|/|j| < 1/2,

(b)ll2^\x\l\y\^2,(c)2<\x\l\y\.
(II) «<0, now l/p'^0, \/q^ß/n>(a + ß)/n. If (a) or (b) holds then K(x,y)

úC\x-y\-y\y\-«-°, if (c) K(x,y)úC\x-y\-«-?\y\-*, (a+y)/n = l/p' + l/q-

ß/n 2: 0. Hence by case (I) T maps Lpu boundedly into Lqv.

(III) ß<0, now

(26) l/p' ^ ajn > (a+ß)/n,        \¡q ^ 0.

If (a) then K(x, y)^C\x\-a\x-y\-y-e, (Y + ß)/n=l/p'+ l/q-a/n^O, if (b) or (c)

then K(x,y)^C\x\~a~B\x-y\~y. By (26) and by case (I) the assertion follows.

Remarks. In those cases when L9V is a normed space (III) can be obtained from

(II) by passing to the adjoint. Suppose Q, Í20> ̂ i = 0 are homogeneous of degree 0.

Since Q. e Lnla(Sn~1) implies Q| ■ | "" e Lnla- °° (by Lemma 3) it is easy to see that if

instead of | • |a, | ■ | "" the more general weight functions [ ■ |aí20, | • ¡ ""Oi are used,

then

||[(Q|.|-v]*/)D1|.|-/'||9t)^c|/Qo|-|i'|U

provided in addition £V1 e LnKa"a ' ~*'\Sn~*), Qx e Lnl($ ~a~ ~e~\Sn~*),

CieLnKv-a'-ß">(Sn-1).
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Proposition 4 raises the question whether the conditions pSq (if p = u, q = v),

a+(8^0 are necessary.

Proposition 5. Suppose

Tf(x) = ja(x-y)\x-y\-y(y) dy,       w0(x) = £20(x)|x|°,

wx(x) = £2,001x1-*

where £2, £24^0, £2, £20, £2X are positively homogeneous of degree 0 and none is 0 a.e.

V II/1p,û)o= IIMIIp then in order for

(27) \\Tf\\q,ai ï C||/||p>ao

to hold it is necessary that p^q.

Proof. Define the continuous linear maps A : L"(R$, LP(Sn" 0) -*- LP^ where the

multiplicative group of positive real numbers R+ is provided with Haar measure

dt/t, by (Ag)(x)=g(\x\,x')\x\-a-nipClô1(x), (x'=|*l-1*) and

by (Bg)(t)(a)=g(ta)t -i+n/9£2,((7) for o- e S"*"1. Then BTA is continuous, linear and

different from 0. Also, if for f¿>0, gu(t)=g(p-t), then

BTAg" = fia + nlpBT(Ag)ß = tia + n'p-n + yB(TAgy = li« + »iv-» + -i + i>-»i<i(BTAgy

hence necessarily l/q=l/p + (a+ß + y)/n—l and BTA is invariant under multi-

plication. Theorem 1.1 of [12] is valid for any noncompact locally compact group

instead of Rn, hence ifp<oo then plkq.

The same argument works for relatively dilation invariant operators, i.e., such

that for some real number p T(fi) = fj.0(Tf)u, in particular, for singular integrals.

In the present case of integrals, if/? = co, q<co, BTA must vanish on those g which

satisfy lim^oo g(0 = limt_0g(0 = 0, hence by Fatou's lemma BTA = 0. It follows

that r=0 whenever p>q.

For simplicity let now to0(x) = |x|a, cu,(x)= |x| ~ß and

L?={f: ll/IU« =||/|-111«. <«}■

Proposition 6. Let T be continuous, linear and translation invariant from Lp to

L"e. If Tis not 0 andp<co then a + ßäO.

Proof. Let Ae = {x : e<|x|<£-1} then there are <peLJ, e>0 such that supp <p

<^AS and \\(T<p)xAe\\q,-ß^£- If e is any unit vector

W--K)IIp.« ^  {\<Kx)\p\x\" dx    max    (\x + ne\"\x\-") ^ Cl^"
J eSI^ISc-1

for n'^2e~1, say. Likewise

\\T<K--i*)\\q,-t ^ \\T<p\\t.-B     min     (|x + k|-"|x|*) g Dt.,p->   for /ii 2¡ 2V1

where Deß>0, hence fM~a~ß must remain bounded as /x-^co, thus a + /?^0.
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For singular integral operators \/q=l/p + (a+ß)/n, <x + /?^0, p^q imply p=q,

cc=-ß.

Remarks. Proposition 6 holds for Lp-q spaces. Specifically T: LPau -> LqlB under

the remaining hypotheses of Proposition 6, if m<co, implies T=0 or a +/J = 0.

Propositions 4, 5, 6 are easily extended to the case of metrics and kernels with

generalized homogeneity in the sense of [20] and integration over subspaces of Rn

as follows. Let P be an n x n real matrix and for A > 0 denote the linear transforma-

tion of R"eFlogA by tt(A). It is assumed that |ir(A)jc| ̂  A|jc| for 0<A^1 and any

xeRn. Consequently the relation \ir(r(x)~1)x\ = l for *#0 defines a metric with

the property r(Tr(X)x) = Xr(x). Assume further that X={x : x¡ = 0, nx + 1 ejún} and

Y={x : x¡ = 0, l^j^n-n2} are invariant under P. Let P1=P\X, P2=P\ Y and

let a} be the trace of P¡ forj= 1, 2. If

¿c« ai/p' + a2/<l = a+ß + y,       0 g y < min (au a2),       a + ß ^ 0,
(28)

«+/fli ^ 1/p',       ]8+/û2 S 1/q,       0 <u^v

except if l/p' = a+/a1 or l/q = ß+ja2v/hen 1 =u = v' and ií If(x) = jY r(x—y)~vf(y)dy

then \\(.If)r-*¡[Lqv(X)]£ C\\fra\\[L""(Y)].

The proof is as that of Proposition 4 except that in place of the convolution

theorem Krée's generalization of Kantorovic's inequality (see [16]) contained in

Proposition 1 is used. Note that if K(x, y) = r(x)~sr(x —y)'vr(y)~" then

Y<°xaily-'°K < co,        X^Y^'^K < oo.

By means of the preceding remarks it is easy to construct an example, somewhat

similar to that of [3] showing that the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem does not

hold above the main diagonal. Let Ka¡y¡B(x, y)=\x\-0lai(\x\llai + \y\lla2)-y\y\-"ia2.

for X=Y=R. Then it is easy to see that for TayBf(x) = ¡ K„B(x, y)f(y) dy,

||raWÎ/||4t, = C||/||pu provided (28) holds (if aua2^\, |jc|1",i + |.H1'0a is a metric

equivalent to r constructed above for P = diag (au a2)). Let (l/pu l/qt) 0 = 0, 1) be

such that l/p0 < \¡px, l/q0 < \¡qx, 0^1/pi^l, 0^l/q¡<oo and

(29) 1/Pi-l/Po, l/?i-l/?o < 1.

Let the line through (l/p¡, \¡q¡) 0 = 0, 1) have equation ajp' + a2/q = c^0. By (29)

a1(l/p'o-l/p'i) = a2(llq1-\/q0)<mm (au a2). Let y,a satisfy a1(l/p'0-l/p'1)^y<

min(a!, a2), y¿c, ajp'o-yua^ajpl, thus ß = axjp'0-\-a2lq0-a-y^a2lq0; also

a + ß = y — c^0. Hence TayB is of restricted weak types (p¡, q¡) for / = 0, 1, but it is

not of type (pt, qt) for pr1 = (l-t)pô1 + tpï1, qt = (\-t)qô1+qî1, O^í^l, unless

Pt = at by the argument of Proposition 5.

4. Singular integrals in weighted norms. The following proposition weakens

the integrability conditions on O given in Theorem 6 of [25]. (The conditions have

been weakened still further by recent independent joint results of Muckenhoupt

and Wheeden.)
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Proposition 7. Suppose £2 is homogeneous of degree 0 and has mean value 0 on

S«-\ K(x) = Q.(x)\x\-n. Let

TJ(x) =  f K(x -y)f(y) dy,       Tf = lim TJ = p.v. K * f
J\x-y\>e £-*0

Suppose TE is bounded in L" independently ofe>0for somep, 1 <p<co. If —n/p<

a<n/p' and üeL^S"'1) where

(30) l/qil-\a\/n

then T is bounded in Lpa. Ifa = —n/p or n/p' then T is bounded from LJ1 to L£°°.

Finally ifTis of weak type (1, 1), i.e., \\Tef\\lx, ̂ C||/||,, C independent ofe>0,

Qel''1^""1) and (30) holds, then T is bounded from LI to Li*.

The proof is based on

Lemma 4. Let {T,},j=0, ±1, ±2,..., be a family of linear operators on measur-

able functions on Rn satisfying

(31) \\TJls è A\\f\\vr,        lár^^ásáoo,

and such that Tjf(x) = Q unless the support of f has a nonempty intersection with

{y : 2'^\y\<2i + 1} and 2í"1á |x| <2i + z. If w^O is a "weight" function on Rn

satisfying w(x1)/w(xa)^B for ^é\xi\/\xa\ú2 and T=2?= - x T}, then

\\(Tf)w\\QS Ú CAB2 \\fw\\pr

if p = r, q = s, then C may be chosen to be 3.

Proof. Let v, be the characteristic function of {x : 2'^ |x| <21 + 1},f=fxj, then

l/I,-Œ=- H/,1?)1*, also

= sup t"Xf(t) = sup t> 2 HO ^ 2 ll/ill

or |/l|peo=(2 II/íII*£)1'p- Hence by the complex method of interpolation, ||/||ps

SOS MlÜrV.písíco, and by duality ||/||pr^C(Z \\f\\lrY,p for ïàr<p. (This
argument duplicates the proof of Lemma 3 and its corollary and the preceding

assertion could have been deduced from them.)

\\T(f)w\\ls ú c £      sup     w(Xy\  2   Ufk)\
y=_oo   2>S|x|<2'+1 lllfc-ilël Iks

á   C*     f     3«"1 SUP W(xy       2        \\T(L)\\lr
y=-oo 2*s|x|<2'+i l*-3lSl

fk   CAW     2     WfMlr
j =   — 00

^ (3^52C)'(2 ll/HlSr)"" ̂ (3^52C)1/w|
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Proof of Proposition 7. Let T2(f)(x) = p.v. }ll2<MIM<2 K(x-y)f(y) dy, Tf(f)

= T2(fx,)- Note that for 2í~1á \x\ <2i + 2, 2>£ \y\ <2i + 1,

{x : \x-y\ í 2>-2} <= {x : \x-y\ ï \x\/2} c {x : i â \y\/\x\ Ú 2}

c {x : |x-j>| ^ 3|x|} <= {x : |x-j| < 2' + 4}.

Hence 7/X/)(*) = 0 unless 2¡~1< \x\ <2i + 2 and

IW)(*)I ^ |p-v. f , 2^-^)^

+L . j+ |n(x-j)||x-j|-"|/(^)|^

= |(r-r2i-2)(/)(x)|+2-«-2>(|Q|?>;.)*/(x)   where «p, =     £    X*
IJC-ÍIS3

Hence if sup£>0 ||7;(/)IUMI/IL then

I! W)IL ^ 2^||/||pr + 2-«-2'[|Q9,J.||1||/||pr

á C(^ + ||D||[L1(^'-1)])il/l|pr.

Thus Lemma 4 takes care of T2 = 2™= - » 7?.

Let x denote the characteristic function of (0, 1). It remains to consider the

kernels

K¿x,y) = K(x, y)x(2\x\-l\y\),       K3(x, y) = K(x,y)x(2\x\ \y\~%

Let also T'f(x) = J" K¿x, y)f(y) dy for i=l,3. If 0<<x<«//?' then  \Kx(x, y)\ Ú

2a|Q(jc-j)| \x-y\-n + a\y\~a and so if 1 <p«x> then

II7VL ik ||(|fl| |-|-B+a)*(i'|-y>lU = C^IQIirai.«! |-|-/|a*+^o-»

â C,,a||0||n/(n_a)||/flp.

If a = njp' > 0 then

Kai • i -"*o*(|. i -rou. ^ cp|Q|!P| |.|--*yii ^ cpiiqiipii/iip1.

Moreover for 0 ^ a < «,

¡ryiu ^ casup||Q(x--)|^--|-1x|^(2|x|-1|^|)j|n/(n_a),1|| |-|-«/||Brtl.

(Hence for -«<«^0, ¡TYJUaCjGIUrfH^J/P
In case «¿0,   ^(x, y)| £2"\Q{x-y)\ ^-y^x^lA'1^) hence   ||*(x, -)||i

^Ca||Did. Thus if a = 0 by (9) of Lemma 1, ¡¡T^VHi ^ C||QIU||/"Hx. Also

I*i(*,j0| Ú (3/2)i^|Q(x-j)| |x->>|-'*-"%rx(|x-j;|-1|j>|)

hence for «<0, \KX{-, >')||1^C|«|-1||a||1. Thus

X^Y^K^Y^X1^ Ú Clal-^IQUi,
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hence by Kantorovic's inequality (2), ||ry||p<Ca||£2||,|[/||p for lipico. By

duality if -n/p<a<0 then ||F3/'||p^Cp>a||£2||n/(n + (2)||/|]p, and if a=-n/p then

||r3/||p^Cp||Q||p.||/||P,. If \ûp£co, a>0, then ||r3/||p^Ca||/||p.

Thus the proposition follows by collection of the preceding estimates. Note also

that since 1 <(\x\/\y\y + (\x\/\y\)-° for e e R, ||r/||p^Cp,a(£2)||/||p holds also for

1 <p<co, a = 0, q> 1.

Remarks. If instead of the weight |x|a a weight function co(|x|) is used satisfying

the conditions: oi(t)t~"i is almost decreasing for some a1<n/p' (i.e., t¿t'

implies oo(t')t' ~"i i Cco(t)t~"i) while co(T)Ta3 is almost increasing for some a3< n/p,

it follows similarly that if

l/q ^ l-«-1max(|a1|, |«3|).

Then F is a bounded operator on L£.

Example. If w(t) = (t + a)a,  aäO,   -n/p<a<n/p',  condition  (30)  is  still

sufficient.

It is, of course, well known that under the other assumptions Te is uniformly

bounded in LP, 1 </?<co. Proposition 7 as stated, however, immediately extends

to kernels and metrics with generalized homogeneity in the sense of [20].

The proof of boundedness in Lpa of singular integral operators with kernel

£2(x)|x|_n, CisLq(Sn~v) in [25], is based on the boundedness of the integral

operator associated with the kernel

(32) H(x,y) = |£2(x-j)| |x-j|-«(1-|x|1j|-«).

This kernel may be of independent interest. Proposition 8 shows that the condition

q>2(n— 1) can be replaced by q>n or rather £2 eZ,B,1(Sn-1).

Lemma 5. Let Sx={x : l/2^|x|<2}, S2={x : l/4^|x|<4}, /A(x)=/(Ax), T

linear, such that supp (f)^=S1 implies supp (Tf)^S2, T(fx) = A"""(7/)A and, for f

supported in Sx, \Tf\muA\f\pu where lírico, l/q=l/p-l/r', uip, v^q. Then

\\Tf\\qv^CA\\f\\pufor any feLpu (ifu=p, v=q then C can be taken to be 3).

This follows from Lemma 4. Put T¡f=T(fx¡).

Lemma 5 and Kantorovic's inequality imply

Lemma 6. Let X= Y= Rn, K(x, y) be homogeneous of degree —n and vanish unless

Jg |j>|/|x| ¿2. Suppose also

max I    sup \K(x,y)\dy,    sup \K(x,y)\dx\= M < co.
\l/4g|x|<4   Jl/2S|v|<2 l/4Sl!/|<4  Jl/2Slx|<2 /

Then ¡Tf\\pï3M\\f\\p for lip ico.
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Now returning to the kernel H of (32),

sup |l-|x|°|.y|-a| |Q(x-j)| Ix-^l-"^
Xli<\x\ <4 Jll2g\y\<2

á2l«l     sup      f \\y\°-\x\"\^(x-y)\
l/4á|i|S4 Jl,2S|y|S2     ||j|-|*ll        \x~y\n    *

á Ca sup   f       |Q(x-j)| |x-j|-n+1rfy
l*IS4 J|!/|S2

íkcA        \Cl(y)\ \y\-» + i dy
Jlvise

^Cn>a||Dv(|.|/6)||n,1|||-|-'l + 1x(|-|/6)||n,(,-1,,oo

= QJaiU.i-

Consequently there holds the following

Proposition 8. Suppose Q. is homogeneous of degree 0, Q. eLn-x(S n ~x) n L9(S " "*),

and # satisfies (30), iAe« /or // defined by (32),

JH(-,y)f(y)dy CpAm/h-

(There are analogous weaker conclusions if p= 1, a= — «//? or a = n/p'.)

In view of what was said about the kernels Ä^, K3 in the proof of Proposition 7

it may only be required to observe that, by the remark at the end of the proof of

Proposition 7, \Ü(x-y)\ |x|-"y(2|>>| ^l"1) and \Q.(x-y)\ |^|~"xC^|jc| b|_1),

that is, Ku K3 with a = 0 give rise to integral operators of type (p, p) if 1 <p<co.

5. On a generalization of Schur's inequality. It may be worth pointing out that

the proof of Strichartz's generalization of Schur's inequality (§1 of [25]) is implicitly

based on Young's inequality for convolutions on the multiplicative group of

positive real numbers R+ and two general simple lemmas.

Young's inequality for convolutions on R+ is equivalent to

Lemma 7. If the function K on R+ x R+ is homogeneous of degree — \/r, and

satisfies

s:\K(l,y)\ry"p'-1dy = Mr < co
Jo

and the linear operator T is defined by Tf(x) = j K(x, y)f(y) dy, then \\ Tf\\q< M\\f\\p

(norms are taken with respect to Lebesgue measure) provided p, q, r satisfy \^p,q,

ráoo, llq=l/p+l/r-l.

In fact Young's inequality applied to cp * >j)(x) = jô q}(xy~1)i/)(y)y'1 dy where

<p(x)=/(x)x1/p, <f>(x)=g(x)xllr says

ilg(-y-1)(-)llr-1,Qf(y)ylll"llr-1dy = I/Us I
¡9
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Now set g(y) = K(l,y~1)y~llp'~llr then the left-hand side of the preceding inequality

becomes \\Tf\\q by homogeneity of awhile

||g||; =  f \K(l,y-x)Yy-^-xdy =  f \K(l,y)Yy<p'^ dy.
Jo Jo

Lemma 8. Let \K\[V, Lq] denote the (quasi-) norm of the operator T, (Tf(x) =

$ K(x,y)f(y) dy) from LP(Y) to Lq(X). Suppose X=XxxX2, Y=Yxx Y2, then

forq^l

\\K\\[Lp,Lq] ̂ || ||*|| [¿TO, ¿TO] || [Lp(Y2),Lq(X2)],

where, of course, \\ K \\ [Lp( YJ, Lq(Xx)](x2, y2) = || K(( ■, x2), ( •, y2)) \\ [Lp( YJ, Lq(Xx)].

Proof. By Minkowski's inequality for integrals

\\\K( ■, •, yu y2)f(yu y2) dyx dy2
II JJ Q

á|jj|¿(-, -, ■,y2)\\[Lp(Y1),Lq(X1)]\\f(-,y2)\\Pdy

Ï || || if || [L»( 70, L"(XX)] || [L p( Y2), Lq(X2)]

il«

Lemma  9. Suppose furthermore  X2=Y2 = G,  a compact or locally  compact

abelian group, dx2 = dy2 = dg denotes Haar measure and

Then

K(xu x2, yu y2) = L(xx, yx, x2y2 ') ^ 0,       p = q ^ I.

[Lp,Lpl\\K\\[Lp(Y1xG),Lp(X1xG)] = \\ f L(-, -,g)dg
II Jg

Proof. For <p, eL"(Yx), </-, eL'XXj) let

4i,*i(£T) = L(xu yu g)9i(yi)'/,i(xi) dyx dxx.
Jxi JY!

Since for h^O it is well known that sup {||A */||p : |/||pá 1} = JG Kg) dg, it follows

that

tí L(-,-,g)dg\\[Lp(Y1),Lp(X1)]
II Jo

= sup | L(xu yu g)<Pi(xi)<l>i(yi) dg dxx dyx : ||<p,||p, ||i/>,||p. á 1,
\JXi JYí

<Pi, <Pi ̂ 0|

= sup{J  J  1<pi*i(x2)'¿"O^O'2)</,2(x2) dy2dx2 : \\<p(\\p, ||^||p. ̂  1,

<Pi * 0, fc S 0, i = I, 2J

Ú ||*||[Z.p(r1xG),L"(Z,xG)].
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The reverse inequality follows from Lemma 8 with Xu Yu X2, Y2 replaced by

G, G, Xy, Y\ respectively.

As in [25] let now X, Y be cones in Rn, X' = X n Sn "\ Y' = Y n Sn ~1. Suppose

K(Xx, \y) = \-nlTK(x,y) for A>0. Write

rnlq r f   K(rx',sy')f(sy')sn-'i dy' ds
JO     JY'

=  r (  rnlqsnlpK(rx', sy')[snlpf(sy')]dy' ds/s.
Jo     JY'

It is seen that ||7/||4^M||/||P is equivalent to

\\fg\\[Lq(X'xR*+)] S M||^||[Lp(rx^ï)]

where fis defined by K(rx', sy') = rnlqsnlp'K(rx', sy'), g(sy') = snlpf(sy') and X', Y'

R+ are provided with euclidean surface measure and multiplication invariant

measure respectively. Hence by Lemmas 7 and 8

(33) [I/I, ï j" \\K(.,s-)\\[Lp(Y'),Lq(X')]s^-'ds\\f\\p

which is a slight simplification and generalization of Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 of

[25]. If jST^O and p=q then by Lemma 9

I r K(-,s-)s^-1ds\\[Lp(Y'),L"(X')] = \\K\\[U>,Lp].
II Jo II

The following restricted weak type results are related to (33) and could be used

to prove results at the endpoints of the intervals for a, ß, \¡p, l/q in the weighted

norm estimates for fractional or singular integral operators.

Lemma 10. Let K be defined on R+ xR + , homogeneous of degree — 1/r, 1 ̂ p < co,

11-^(1, ■)!* oo =M and T is defined as before then

(34) HT/H*. Ú pM\\f\\*pl

provided 0^l/q=l/p+l¡r'1. For K^O, pM cannot be replaced by any smaller

constant.

This might be considered as a supplementary remark to Lemma 3 of [6] and can

be proved as follows.

r i*o, oi i/o)i dt = r *(i, t¡s)s-^f(t) dt ú s-iirM r m-^«) ^
Jo Jo Jo

= g-to*v*M C f*(t)t1/p dt/t = s-llqPM\\f\\¡

Also for/=/*, K(\, t) = Mt~llp' equality holds throughout.

I*i.
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Proposition 9. Let K(x,y) be positively homogeneous of degree —n/r, p^l,

q>l, l/q+l/p' = l/r and \\K'\\[Lp(Y'),Lq(X')] = A where

K'(x',y') = \\K(x\(-yy')\\*[Lp^(R+)].

Then T is of restricted weak type (p, q) and in fact

(35) \Tf\\U ̂  Apn-^-^WfW*,.

Proof. Let <p(sy')=f(sllny'), (f<p)(rx') = (Tf)(rllnx'). Then

(36) \\<p\\*[Lpl(Y'xR+)] = n1" \\f\\*u        \\ T9\\*[Lq»(X' x R+)] = n^TfWU

where R+ is provided with Lebesgue measure. For f(sllny') on (R+,n~1 ds) is

equimeasurable with f(sy') on (R+J sn~1 ds). Also

(T<p)(rx') = n~1 [ K(rllnx', sllny')<p(sy') dy' ds.
Js"    1xB +

Hence by Lemma 3 and its corollary

||f9>||*rL«-(S"lx*+)] Ú || \\f9\\*[Lq-(R+)]\\[LQ(S^')]

^«-v|Jii*(s(oi,y)iin¿p'"(^+)]|i9'(^/)iin¿p^+)]^'|[^(5'*-o]

í n-lpA¡ \W\\*[Lpl(R+)]\\[Lp(S^)]

^ n-1pA\\<P\\*[Lpl(Sn-1xR+)]

where q > 1 was needed to apply Minkowski's inequality for integrals (see the proof

of Lemma 8). This together with (36) implies (35).

The special case q* = t*=p* = s* of the following lemma is Lemma 1 of [25].

Lemma 11. Suppose for Trf(x) = $ \K(x,y)\rf(y) dy, ||7;/|U.<M1/||P.S. then

||7/||3i^5M||/||ps where B is a constant depending on r, p*, q*, s*, t* and

(37) 1 ^ r < oo,       p = rp*(l+(r-l)p*)'\

s = rí*(l+(r-l)s'*)-1,       q = rq*,       t = rt*.

Proof. Let/eLps. It can be assumed that K,f^O and/is simple. Then if

(38) l/p = l/po + l/Pu       l/s = l/Jo+1/íi       (Pi,* > 0),

then by [13, §3] there exist (simple) H0, T/,^0 such that f=H0H1 and

(39) lltf.l,,,, Ú B(\\f\\psy*i   for i = 0,1.
Hence

2/00 = (JK(x,yYH0(yy dy^i^H^yY dyy,

W\\« =   IKOTÖnUltfilr- =  \\Tr(Hm\'h,r\\HAr-
Ú  M^H^A^lr  =  M||/fo||p.r,S-r||^l||r-

By the second and third relations of (37), p0=p*r, p1 = r', s0=s*r, s1 = r' satisfy

(38) and the assertion follows from (39).
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